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THE SHIPPING 
STARTS HERE

We believe we do what we have to do, 
not what we ought 

there is no speed limit on the road to excellence

Together with a group of well experience staffs, we established Apex International. We
take this step to face the new challenge and new century that lies ahead of us.
Today logistics goes beyond the traditional functions of cargo handling, inventory
management and transportation arrangement.

As the world move towards a knowledge base and hi-tec transportation, we are here to
participate and enable a smooth excellent service.
We conduct our business in accordance with high ethical standards.Transparency,
integrity and professionalism are our hallmarks because we believe in long-term mutual
benefit for the client and ourselves.
We attribute our success to ability and willingness to respond to the constantly changing
market environment that has come to characterize the field of international trade.
To meet these challenges, Apex International offers an array of services tailored to the 
needs of each individual customer.
We attribute our success to ability and willingness to respond to the constantly changing
market environment that has come to characterize the field of international trade.
To meet these challenges, Apex International offers an array of services tailored to the 
needs of each individual customer.



History has demonstrated that most notable winners usually encountered 
heartbreaking obstacles before they triumphed.

They won because they refused to become discouraged by their defeats.
We do encountered obstacles and we learnt from it.

We, the team at APEX always believe that it is the will and determination 
that keep us where we were.

We believe that the difference between a successful team and others is 
not lack of strength or knowledge but rather lack of will and team 
determination.

My team and I will continue to work very hard to serve you all and your 
continue support will not gone unnoticed.

We will certainly stay focus and committed to serve you all.

May I say, thank you very much and we always remain.

WE 
BELIEVE



TOTAL SOLUTION FOR 
MAXIMUM PERFORMANCE

WE SERVE

We offers a total service of logistics and international transportation via air, 
ocean and ground from origin to destination across the globe, APEX, as a 
non-asset based logistics provider, we have relationship with the major air, 
ocean and ground carriers, to best support your ever-changing logistics 
needs, we customize the every possible mode of transportation to provide 
flexible and efficient solutions. In addition, upon price and delivery date, 
we customize multimodal transportation such as “AIR + SEA” and “SEA + 
AIR”, we propose the best efficient and cost effective solutions for you. 
Count on our on-time-performance ? APEX can provide.



APEX, as a IATA ( International Air Transport Association agent ) official agent, we 
partners with airlines, we make full use of high value added air freight service from 
premium way to economic way in consideration of size of cargo, character of cargo, 
dangerous goods, perishable goods by passenger flight, freighter flight and even 
charter flight and make most efficient plan at most competitive freight. We offer the 
seamless one-stop service including ground service including pick-up and delivery.

APEX, is OTI-NVOCC (Ocean Transportation Intermediaries - Non Vessel Operating 
Common Carrier ) and fully registered with FMC ( Federal Maritime Commission ) and 
we have service contact with ocean carriers and provide the competitive ocean freight 
and stable space. Also we partners with ocean carriers across the globe we carry LCL 
( less than container load ) , special container, reefer container, we arrange Break Bulk 
vessel for the cargo that is not able to load into container and Ro/Ro vessel for vehicle 
in consideration of character of freight and provide most efficient transport method and 
schedule at most competitive freight. We offer the seamless one-stop service including 
ground service including pick-up and delivery.

Our Ground service provides whole coverage anywhere in Japan. From a small 
parcel to any huge and oversize shipment, from general goods to refrigerated and 
dangerous products, we provide efficient ground transport.We provide the most 
effective and competitive charges to our clients.

AIR FREIGHT

OCEAN FREIGHT

GROUND  FREIGHT



Apex global network is borderless "Our services extend from anywhere here in Japan to 
any remote corners of the world. In the back ground of our safe service is based on the 
collaboration of our dedicated commitment overseas partners, for example we work with 
the strongest partners on time critical air freight, and we work with most experienced 
and expert partners on any shipment" We work tirelessly to identify the right partner to 
make your shipment safe on hand to your valuable clients.

APEX specializes in handling and the entire spectrum of complex Project Logistics 
domestically and regionally. We emphasize on deadlines, safety and a well plan delivery 
methodology regardless any commodities from factory line to showbiz industries. APEX 
has demonstrated capabilities to create a well coordinate and managed transportation in 
handling museum and event exhibition handling. We study our customer’s project 
demands and break them to manageable parts and time flame. Then we go about 
executing each part of Uninstalling & Instralling with the direct supervision of experts 
throughout the project for the entire duration. ? We won praise at home and aboard.

GLOBAL NETWORK

CONCERT HANDLING

MUSEUM HANDLING
■ High value cargo handling
■Well Knowledge regulation & customs
■ Proper crating for high value cargo

EXHIBITION HANDLING
■Well organized planning & team work
■ Unofficial time handling
■ ATA CARNET handling

■ Time critical cargo handling
■ Emergency Clearance
■ Dedicating transport for the instruments

PROJECT / EVENT LOGISTIC



WE 
SHARE

WE 
GO GREEN

WHAT WE CAN DO 
FOR SCIETY

Review room temperature and decrease CO2 As part of the strategy to reduce the 
Greenhouse effect, the government, since 2008 is promoting the ‘Cool Biz’ and ‘Warm 
Biz’ movement. This campaign has allowed the electrical and cooling consumption to be 
reduced in term of CO2 compared to the last year for both Tokyo HQ and Osaka office. 
We, as a corporation are contributing to the decrease of CO2 in the Greenhouse effect. 
We are currently continuing the ‘Cool Biz’ and ‘Warm Biz’ campaign.
At APEX office, we are continuing our efforts to contribute to saving and resources by 
Turning off unnecessary lights, turning off standby electricity and pratice double sided 
printing.
By reducing the number of shared printers, we also reduced to the reduction of energy.
Riding bicycle to pick up documents and sales activities.
Within the business center, we conducted by using environment friendly bicycle.

The natural relationship between humans and earth- mother earth 
that we all love, together.

We support WWF ( World Wide Fund for Nature ) one of the world           
largest conservation NGOs

WORLD VISION JAPAN
（http://www.worldvision.jp/）

SPECIFIED NON PROFIT CORPORATION MEDECINS DU MONDE JAPON
（http://www.mdm.or.jp/）

TZU CHI FOUNDATION
（http://tw.tzuchi.org/jp/）

We recognized the importance of social responsibility and at this, we leave no stone 
unturned. We hope and pray that our contributions to those organization lead to a 
better days for those whom need help.

Team 'Apex' has always been actively involved in supporting local                       
good causes and charities, either actively involved by way of  
participation of charitable donations.



IATA
International Air 
Transport  Association

JIFFA
Japan International 
Freight Forwarder 
Association Inc.

FIATA
International Federation 
of Freight Forwarders 
Associations

JCCI
The Japan Chamber 
of Commerce Industry

HALAAL
International Hub

WE 
LEARN

We never forget to learn 
and keep striving, challenging to 
provide high quality of service to 
our customer, every day. 



名称
NAME

株式会社エイペックスインタ－ナショナル
APEX INTERNATIONAL INC.

本社
HEAD OFFICE

〒105-0012東京都港区芝大門2-4-6豊国ビル7階
7F, Toyokuni Bldg.2-4-6, Shiba-Daimon Minato-Ku, 
Tokyo 105-0012 Japan 

設立
FOUNDATION

平成12年6月8日
June.08.2000

業務内容
MAIN BUSINESS

＊ 外航利用運送事業
＊ 海上運送事業
＊ 港湾運送事業
＊ 前各号の貨物運送取扱事業
＊ 前各号に関する業務代行業
＊ 海外引越業務
＊ 損害保険代理業
前各号に関する諸業務
Freight Forwarding ( NVOCC)

資本金
CAPITAL

5,000万円
Yen 50,000,000.-

取引銀行
BANKS

三井住友銀行 / みずほ銀行
SUMITOMO MITSUI BANKING CORPORATION
MIZUHO  BANK, LTD.

代表者
PRESIDENT

黄 スティ－フ
Steve Ko

東京本社
TOKYO HEAD OFFICE

〒105-0012東京都港区芝大門2-4-6豊国ビル7階
7F, Toyokuni Bldg.2-4-6, Shiba-Daimon, Minato-Ku, 
Tokyo 105-0012 Japan 
Tel : 81-3-5408-3588 Fax : 81-3-5408-3589  

大阪支社
OSAKA BRANCH 

〒541-0054
大阪市中央区南本町2丁目3番8号KDX本町ビル601号
#601 KDX Minami-honmachi bldg . 2-3-8
Minami-honmachi, Chuo-ku, Osaka 541-0054 Japan 
Tel : 81-6-6265-5872 Fax : 81-6-6265-5873


